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To all, Luhon, it inctly concer'7,
Beit known that I, JOSEPHC. SILVY, of New
Orleans, in the parish of Orleans and State of
Louisiana, have invented certain new and use
ful Improvements in Sewing-Machines; and I
do hereby declare that the following is a full,
clear, and exact description of the same, refer
ence being had to the accompanying drawings,
forming part of this specification, in which
Figure 1 is a vertical section of a machine
with my improvements, taken in a plane at
right angles to the direction of the feed move
ment. Fig. 2 is a vertical section of the same
in a plane passing close to the needle in a plane
parallel with the feed movement. Fig. 3 is an
inverted plan of the same. Fig. 4 is a diagram
illustrating the mode of operating the needle
arm. Fig. 5 is a plan of part of the feed-table,
showing the arrangement of the needle-slot.
Similar letters of reference indicate corre
sponding parts in the Several figures.

A is the bed-plate, by which all the working
parts of the machine are supported.
CDE is the needle-arm, constructed like a
portion of a wheel and having its hub Ese
cured upon or cast with a rock-shaft, S, ar
ranged to work between centers or in bearings
in the bed-plate A. The perforating eye-point
ed needle in carried by the said arm is curved
in
the form of an are concentric with the rock
Shaft S.
F is the driving-shaft of the machine, fitted

to suitable bearings below the bed-plate and
having its axis parallel with the axis of the
rock-Shaft S.
G is the eccentric carried by the said driv.

ing-shaft for the purpose of operating the nee.
dle-arm, said eccentric having a circular
groove, ct, in the face, to receive a pin, b, at
tached to one side of the needle-arm, which is
arranged close to the said eccentric, and the
center of the shaft F being arranged some dis

This invention consists, first, in a certain tance Within a prolongation of the arc de
scribed by the oscillation of the pinb with the
needle-arm, as is illustrated in the diagram
Fig. 4 where the said arc c is represented by
a red line. The revolution of the eccentric G
causes the needle-arm to derive the necessary

...

mode of applying an eccentric, in combination
with the needle-arm, for the purpose of driv
ing the needle, whereby the perforating-needle
is caused to have a slower motion in perforat
ing the cloth and a quicker motion on its return
to take up the stitch, and to have its motion
almost suspended for a considerable time while
in the cloth.
It consists, secondly, in the construction or
arrangement of that portion of the surface of
the feed-table which surrounds a feeding-dog
working through the said table, and below or
at the back of the cloth or material being sewed
in such manner as to form an inclined plane or
occupy an inclined position Irelatively to the
plane or direction of the movement of the
roughened surface of the feeding-dog, whereby
the said dog is made to operate effectively with
only a simple reciprocating motion.

It consists, thirdly, in a novel combination
of springs attached to the needle-arm for the
purpose of controlling the thread between the
eye of the perforating-needle and the spool from
which the thread is supplied to the said needle
and for regulating the tightness of the said

Oscillating motion to operate the needle
through the action of the groove at of the ec
centric upon the pin b on the needle-arm, and
the arrangement of the centers of the shaft F
Within the arc described by the pin b (illus
trated in Fig. 1) causes the downward move
ment of the needle to require to effect, it con
siderably more than half a revolution of the
eccentric and the upward movement thereof a
Corresponding less portion than one-half of
Such revolution, as is illustrated by the two
positions of the eccentric represented in the
diagram Fig. 4, where the eccentric and pin
b are represented in the positions they oc
Cupy at the extremities of the stroke of the
needle, the upper position of the eccentric
being that which it occupies at the termination
of the upward stroke of the needle, and thear
row shown in the diagram indicating the di
rection of the revolution of the eccentric. The

action of the So-applied eccentric on the nee
To enable others skilled in the art to make dle-arm is Such that the eccentric makes a

thread in the Stitch.

and use my invention, I will proceed to de very considerably portion of its revolution
while the needle remains nearly stationary in

scribe its construction and operation.
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its lowest position protruded through the cloth
to gain time for the entrance into the loop of
the needle-thread by the device which carries
the locking-thread. This mode of applying
the eccentric, in combination with the needle
arm, constitutes a very simple method of pro
ducing a most effective movement of the nee
dle.

B is the feed plate or table upon which the
His the toothed or roughened feeding-dog,
by which the materialis moved, said dog Work
ing through a slot in the feed-table B.
Iis the pressure-pad for confining the mate
rial to the surface of the feed-dog and holding
it down as the needle is drawn out, said pad
being made to produce the requisite pressure
upon the cloth by means of a weight, J, at the
cloth or other material to be sewed is laid.

top of its stem. .
The general surface of the feed-table is hori

Zontal and perpendicular to the plane of mo
tion of the needle; but the part through which
the needle passes, and through which the
feeding - dog Works, is formed with an in
clined plane, e e, (see Fig. 2,) which crosses
the plane of motion of the needle obliquely
with a descent in the direction of the feeding
movement of the dog, which is indicated by
an arrow in the last-named figure. The feed
dog His fitted to slide between the plate Band
a plate, K-arranged below and parallel with
the said plate B, and has its roughened or
toothed surface inclined to correspond with the
inclined plane ee, and hence by its movement
back and forth in the direction of the arrow
marked upon it in Fig. 2, and vice versa, it
is caused to be alternately protruded above
alnd letracted within the surface of the in
clined plane ee, its protrusion taking place
while moving in the direction to feed, and its
retraction within the plate taking place dur
ing its return. By providing an inclined plane
on the feed-plate in this manner the feeding
dog is caused to release itself from the cloth as
its returning movement commences, while hav
ing only a simple, reciprocating motion, and
the complicated mechanism employed to effect
the release of the feed-dog from the cloth to
permit its return. Without dragging the cloth
is dispensed with. The pressure-pad has its
face inclined in a similar manner to fit thein

clined plane e e and the inclined face of the

feeding-dog. The feeding-dog is furnished on
its under side with a pin, d, which passes
through a slot, f, in the plate K, and enters

the forked end of One arm of a horizontalle

ver, L., Which Works on a fixed pin, g, secured
contains a curved slot, h, receiving an arm, M,
below the bed-plate A, and whose other arm

attached to the rock-shaft S of the needle-arm.
The Vibration of the arm M. With the needle

alm gives the lever L, the movement necessary

to operate the feeding-dog.
To provide for Varying the feed movement

to vary the length of the stitch, the hub M of

a nut, N, which screws onto the rock-shaft S.
By unscrewing this nut, for which purpose it
is furnished with a handle, P, which can be
reached through a hole in the bed-plate, the
arm. M can be shifted so as to operate more
or less in the curve of the sloth, and thus vary
the stroke of the lever L, and consequently
that of the feeding-dog.
Q is the spool from which the thread repre
sented in red color is supplied to the perforat
ing-needle N, working on a pin, i, Secured in
the back part of the needle-arm.
RT is a thin V-shaped or two-leaved spring
attached at the extremity of one leaf by a stem,
j, to one side of the needle-arm, between the
spool Q and the needle. This spring has in
each leaf a number of holes, ll, through which
the thread passes on its way from the spool Q
to a fixed guide, k, on the needle-bar, which
guide conducts it to the needle n.
n is another spring attached at its lower
end to the spring RT, at the bend or junction
of its two leaves, and arranged to work later
ally to or between the leaves of the spring R
T. This spring has an eye at its upper ex
tremity, (see Fig. 2.) through which the thread
passes once in passing from one leaf to the

other of the spring R. T.
The operations of the above-describedsprings
are as follows: When the needle is rising to

draw up the stitch, the friction produced up
on the thread by passing through the holes ll
prevents any thread being drawn off from the
spool, and the tension produced on the thread
between the needle and the Spring R T Causes
the free leaf T of the said spring to be drawn
toward the leaf R and the Spring in to be
drawn toward or into the opening between the
leaves of the spring RT, and the Springs,
while keeping the thread tight between them
selves and the needle, yield up as much of
what is laced through their holes as is neces
sary to permit the rise of the needle. As the
needle descends again the thread, which would
be left slack below its eye, is drawn up by
the opening of the leaves of the Spring RT
and the lateral outward movement of the
spring m. The opening of the leaves R T at
the same time causes the qualntity of thread
requisite for the next stitch to be drawn off
from the spool Q, which is arranged to work
with very slight or no more than an accidental
friction. The principal duty of the spring m,
which is made very light, is to continue draw
ing up the slack of the thread, if any remains
between the spring R T and the needle after
the full opening of the latter spring has been
completed. This combination of springs, it
Will be seen, effects in an entirely automatic
manner the complete control of the thread be
tween the needle and the spool, and causes the
stitch to be drawn up tight without the use of
any mechanical agency than that of the thread
itself.
, Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 5, is the non-perforat

the arm, Misfitted loosely to the shaft and iing eye-pointed needle, which carries the lock
clamped against the needle-arm by means of ling-thread, arranged below the plates B K,
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and working parallel with the feed-motion,
said needle being straight on the side which
works next the perforating-needle n. This
needle is attached to a slide, U, working in
suitable guides, and deriving motion from a
horizontal lever, W, operated by a cam, W, on
the main shaft F.
X is the spool from which the thread rep
resented in blue color is supplied to the nee
dle , the said thread passing from the spool
through an elastic guide, s, Fig. 3, and from
thence through an eye, 6, in the head of the
needler, as indicated in Fig. 1 and in dotted
lines in Fig. 3, and from thence along a groove
in the back of the needle and through the eye
7, (see Fig. 2,) near the point thereof.
t, Figs. 1, 2, and 5, is the needle-slot in the
feed-plate B, said slot having the edge 8, next

to which works that side of the perforating
needle in on which the thread issues from the
eye, so obliquely arranged as to cross the plane
of the line of sewing on that side of the needle
from which the cloth is moved by the feeding
operation, as is illustrated in Fig. 5, where
the direction of the feed is indicated by an ar
row. The point of the perforating-needle n is
in line with the side from which the thread
issues, as shown in Fig. 1, which side works
linext the needle , and next the oblique edge 8
of the slot, the bevel which forms the said
point being made from the opposite side.
By the above-described oblique arrangement
of the edge 8 of the slot the portion 9 (see
Fig. 5) of the locking-thread remaining be
tween the eye 7 of the lieedle and the seam
on the completion of each stitch is caused to
be drawn by the succeeding feed movement
into contact with the said edge, and so carried
to a position indicated in Fig. 5 that the per
forating-needle will pass between it and the

3.

needle , and the said portion 9 of the thread
will be caused to be carried round the perfo
rating-needle in in the form of a loop by the re
traction of the needler, and by this means the
Curvature and lateral movement of the needle
are dispensed with.
I do not claim, broadly, giving the perforat
ing-needle a quicker movement during its with
drawal from than during its perforation of the
material being sewed, nor effecting suspension
of its movement. Neither do I claim the en
ployment of springs to produce friction and
tension upon the thread of the perforating
needle between the seam and the spool from
which the said thread is supplied; but
What I claim as my invention, and desire to
Secure by Letters Patent, is
1. Operating the needle-arm by means of a
grooved eccentric, G, and a pin, b, on the nee
dle-arm, arranged relatively to each other, to
operate in the manner herein described, and
illustrated in Fig. 4.
2. The construction or arrangement of the
portion of the feed-plate or table B through
which the needle and the feeding-dog work
to form an inclined plane relatively to the di
rection of the movement of the feeding-dog,
substantially as herein described, and illus
trated in Fig. 2, for the purpose set forth.
3. The combination of springs R, T, and m,
applied in the manner described to effect the
tightening of the stitch and otherwise control
the thread between the perforating-needle and
its spool by the automatic operation herein
explaimed.
JOSEPH. C. SLWY.
Witnesses:

J. J. OTT,

S.E. OTT.

